
1. Jot down some reasons WHY sports nutrition is so
important.

2. Think about a time your performance was subpar, did it
have anything to do with your fuel or lack there of? 

3. We discussed how individual nutrition is to each athlete.
What are some unique things to you that might effect your
nutrition? (preferences, schedule, position, goals, injuries,
intolerances/allergies)

4. Now  that you have heard some common struggles of
soccer athlete's. Rewrite some nutrition strengths &
weaknesses.

Write down some strengths & weaknesses when it comes to
sports nutrition?
Strengths:

Weakness:
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Section 2: The What and Why of Sports Nutrition 
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Section 3 Lecture 1: Hydration 

1. Rate your current hydration?

2. What are some ways you can improve your hydration?

2. Check the different hydrating beverages you choose or
could choose  

Water Coffee, tea Sports Drinks

Soups, popsicles Juice fruits & vegetables

My weekly focus (to improve) is...
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Nutrition for the Competetive Soccer Player

Section 3, Lecture 2: Eating enough to Fuel body & mind

1. Do you think you eat enough throughout day to fuel body
for all the things it does? circle one 

        eating too little           eating enough           eating too much

2. Rate how often you do each one below. 1=never 5=always

                                                                     *strengths would be 4-5 & weaknesses 1-2

Eat Breakfast Feel full & satisfied
after eating

Snack between meals

Have a protein at
every meal & snack

Check in with self to
see if hungry

Have two different
fruits & vegetables

each day

My weekly focus (to improve) is...

What went well last week with your nutrition? what are you proud of?

Any struggles that came up?
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Nutrition for the Competetive Soccer Player

Section 4, Lecture 1: Performance Plate

1. Name the three categories of the plate & name 3-4 foods
for each? 

      a)

      b) 

      

      c)

2. What component is the most important when it comes to
energy for athletes?

My weekly focus (to improve) is...

What went well last week with your nutrition? what are you proud of?

What was a struggle?



1. Draw what 1-2 typical plates of yours currently looks
like?

2. Draw a few plate ideas following the performance plate
principles
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Section 4, Lecture 2: Performance Plate

My weekly focus (to improve) is...

What went well last week with your nutrition? what are you proud of?

What was a struggle?
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Fuel Target Food List
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Fuel Target Food List

Protein/Fat Starchy Carbs

Color Other
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Section 4, Lecture 3: Snacks

1. List a 2-3 of your current favorite snacks
     a) 

     b)

     c)

2. What could you (if anything) add to these snacks to
make them more fueling and balanced?
     a) 

     b)

     c)

3. What are two snacks you can take on-the-go with
you?
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Section 5, Lecture 1: Before Games/Training

1. Do you remember a time your stomach hurt while
playing? Did that have to do with what you ate before?

2.What do you currently fuel with before
games/practices
 
     2+ hours before - 
     60-90 minutes before - 
     <30 minutes before - 

3. What are the three foods (the three F's) we decrease
the closer we get to training/game/warm-up?

4. Write a few pre-training 'snacks' you are willing to
try?

    2 hours before - 
    60-90 minutes before - 
    <30 minutes before - 
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Nutrition for the Competetive Soccer Player

Section 5, Lecture 1: During Games/Training

1. Why is half time fuel so important to soccer?

2. Write down a list of half-time fuel ideas you are
willing to try?

  
3. Do you think you hydrate enough during the game
and training? What are some ways you could improve
hydration before & during games/training?

My weekly focus (to improve) is...

What went well last week with your nutrition? what are you proud of?

What was a struggle?
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Nutrition for the Competetive Soccer Player

Section 5, Lecture 2: Post Game / Recovery

1. What do you currently do for post-game/practice
recovery?

2.  What are the 3 R's of Recovery?

3. How soon after practice/games should you begin
refueling?

    

4.  Jot down some recovery snacks/meals after
practice/games you are willing to try?
  

My weekly focus (to improve) is...

What went well last week with your nutrition? what are you proud of?

What was a struggle?
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Nutrition for the Competetive Soccer Player

Section 5, Lecture 3: Tournament Play

1. Do you currently have a Fuel plan for games and
tournament? If so, what does it look like? fill in what you
eat/drink & times around the game

2.  After watching the module, what are some ways you can
improve your Game day/ Tournament fuel plan?

3. Put together your tournament fuel/snack list. What
would be in your bag? look at pre/during snack & snack lists
provided already

  

2:00pm game

2:00pm game
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Nutrition for the Competetive Soccer Player

Section 5, Lecture 3: Tournament Play

Write out your own game/tournament fuel (weekend) plan
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Section 6: Supplements + Outside Sports Nutrition Pyramid

This is the LAST worksheet! Congrats!

1. What is NSF certified mean, why is it so important?  

2. When should an athlete begin focusing on supplements? hint:
its at the top of the pyramid 

 3. What are some supplements you think could help your health
& performance? (I love Thorne, kleanathlete & momentus for
supplement companies)

4. What are some ways you can improve your sleep?

5. Did any of Michele's past with body image resonate with you?
If so, what & how can you begin to improve it.
 

My weekly focus (to improve) is...

What went well last week with your nutrition? what are you proud of?

What was a struggle?
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A final note of thanks!

Thank you so much again for taking your
performance and nutrition seriously and enrolling
in the course. 

I hope you got everything you wanted (and more)
out of this course.

As I am always seeking to improve the course for
other rising soccer stars, I would greatly appreciate
your feedback. The good, the bad, the ugly :-) Please
find the survey link in section 6.

If you have any questions or need additional
assistance please do not hesitate to reach out to me
at Michele@fitplatenutrition.com

Good luck in your upcoming season!
 

Best wishes,

Michele Fumagalli, RD
 


